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PRESIDENT'S CONFERENCE ON UNEMPLOYMENT
SECTION I
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE YEARS 1922-1929
Acceleration rather than structural change is the key to an under-
standing of our recent economic developments.Gradually, the fact
emerged during the course of this survey that the distinctive character
of the years from 1922 to 1929 owes less to fundamental change than to
intensified activity.
Forty years ago David A. Wells wrote his "Recent Economic
Changes," showing that the quarter century which ended in 1889 was a
period of "profound economic changes," which he described as "unques-
tionably more important and varied than during any former correspond-
ing period of the World's history."
Each generation believes itself to be on the verge of a new economic
era, an era of fundamental change, but the longer the committee deliber-
ated, the more evident it became that the novelty of the period covered
by the present survey rested chiefly in the fact that developments such as
formerly affected our old industries have been recurring in our new indus-
tries.The changes have not been in structure but in speed and spread.
Invention is not a new art.Transportation and communication are
not; new services.The facilitating function of finance is older than coined
currency.Agriculture is as ancient as history.Competition is not a
new phenomenon.None of the changes in distribution on which
emphasis has been laid in the last few years is basically new.Hand-to-
mouth buying is old; sudden changes in style and demand are familiar;
there is no new principle in installment selling; cooperative marketing is
no modern discovery; the chain store movement dates back at least
25 years.'But the breadth and scale and "tempo" of recent develop-
ments give them new importance.
The increased supply of power and its wider uses; the multiplication
by man of his strength and skill through machinery, the expert division
'See Chap. V, Marketing.
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and arrangement of work in mines and factories, on the farms, and in the
trades, so that production per man hour of effort has risen to new heights;
the quickening of these instrumentalities through capital provided from
the surplus incomes of a constantly widening proportion of our people—
all these represent an accumulation of forces which have long been
at work.
The committee, like other observers, was early impressed by the
degree of economic activity in these seven years.It was struck by the
outpouring of energy which piled up skyscrapers in scores of cities;
knit the 48 States together with 20,000 miles of airways; moved each
year over railways and waterways more than a billion and a half tons of
freight; thronged the highways with 25,000,000 motor cars; carried
electricity to 17,000,000 homes; sent each year 3,750,000 children to
high school and more than 1,000,000 young men and women to college;
and fed, clothed, housed, and amused the 120,000,000 persons who
occupy our twentieth of the habitable area of the earth.
But while the period from 1922 to 1929 has been one of intense
activity, the committee noted that this activity has been "spotty."
Certain groups have been more active than other groups; certain indus-
tries busier than their neighbor industries, and certain geographical
areas more prosperous than other areas.2
While rayon manufacturers have worked at top speed, cotton mills
have been on part time; while the silk hosiery industry, the women's
shoe trade, and the fur business have been active, there has been depres-
sion in the woolen and worsted industry; while dairying has been
prosperous, grain growers have been depressed.Coal mining has been
in difficulties, and classes of wholesalers and retailers have been under
grave economic pressure.Progress has been made toward more stable
employment in seasonal industries, yet "technological" unemployment,
resulting from the displacement of workers by improved machinery and
methods, has attracted attention.3
Geographical differences also were noted.The Pacific States have
made an extraordinary advance; the South has rapidly developed
as a manufacturing area; the East North Central Division has grown;
while the New England States and to some extent the Middle Atlantic
section, have developed less rapidly and have experienced some diffi-
culties in adapting their older industries to new conditions.
However, in spite of this variability, this difference in activity as
between groups and areas and industries, the rising standard of living
characteristic of this period was widespread, and has reached the highest
level in our national history.
2SeeChap. XII, The National Income and its Distribution.
See Chap. II, Industry; Chap. V, Marketing; Chap. VI, Labor; and Chap. VII,
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Participation by the people as a whole in many of the benefits of
increased productivity, which of itself varied as between different groups
and geographical areas, has been one of the marked characteristics of the
period.While industrial, agricultural, and commercial activity has been
"spotty," the broad social advantages of our accelerated activity
flowed out over the land.For example, the highway building programs
throughout the nation were not limited to the intensely active areas;
good roads were extended in all directions, serving the whole population.
The same might be said for educational advantages, radio entertainment,
personal mobility made possible by low-priced motor cars, swift and
dependable transportation and communication, and numerous other
facilities and services making for comfort and well-being, beyond the
elemental requirements of food, clothing, and shelter.4
This spread of higher living standards has been characteristic of our
national life practically throughout our history.As a phenomenon it is
not new, but in its degree and scope it has taken on a new importance.
THE SPEED WHICH POWER HAS ADDED TO PRODUCTION
Characteristic also has been the rise in the use of power—three and
three-quarters times faster than the growth in population—and the
extent to which power has been made readily available not alone for
driving tools of increasing size and capacity, but for a convenient diversity
of purposes in the smallest business enterprise and on the farm and in
the home.
Factories no longer need cluster about the sources of power.Wide-
spread interconnection between power plants, arising out of an increasing
appreciation of the value' of flexibility in power, and made possible by
technical advances during recent years, has created huge reservoirs of
power so that abnormal conditions in one locality need not stop the
wheels of industry.5
The increasing flexibility with which electricity can be delivered for
power has enabled manufacturers and farmers to meet high labor costs
by the application of power-driven specialized machines; and power in
this flexible form has penetrated into every section of the United .States,
including many rural areas.The survey shows that as a nation we now
use as much electrical energy as all the rest of the world combined.
Through the subdivision of power the unskilled worker has become a
skilled operator, multiplying his effectiveness with specialized automatic
machinery and processes.Thus the unit cost of production has been
reduced, the drudgery eliminated from much unskilled work, and wages
maintained or actually increased.
See Chap. I, Consumption and the Standard of Living; Chap. III, Construction;
Chap. IV, Transportation.
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THE SPREAD IN THE SOURCE AND USE OF CREDIT
This acceleration of forces and its resultant. rising standard of living
have been.facilitated by a continuing supply o funds.
In the breadth of the sources from which capital and credit have
been available and in the quickening method of their use, may be observed
again the changes in speed and spread of our recent economic activity.
In former periods the savings funds of the American people were not
alone adequate for our capital requirements.In periods of business
expansion the demand for funds pressed heavily upon the supply.
The reverse has been found to be true in the period under review.
For the largeer part of this period not only the earnings and savings
of the people supplied the additional capital for financing the rapid devel-
opment of industry, but in addition they furnished several billions of
dollars for loans to foreign countries.6
Stimulated by the urge for funds to finance the vast production
program of the United States during the World War, the number of share
holders in the country's business enterprises has, it is estimated, grown
from about two million to more than seventeen million; and out of
increasing incomes these investors have continued to pour their savings
into the stream of credit.
•During the later months of the period covered by the survey a new
tendency has been observed.Investors, as well as a large body of specu-
lators, have invested through the Stock Exchanges not only their savings,
but the proceeds of loans secured through banks and brokers, until the
credit structure of the country has been sufficiently weighted to indicate a
credit stringency, resulting in an abnormally high rate for call money
and an appreciable increase in the rate of interest for business purposes.
The consequences of this process can not be measured at this time, but
they are factors in the problem of maintaining economic balance which
will be touched on later in this report.
Meanwhile industry has been able to reduce its requirements for
short-term credits from the banks through issuance of securities.The
preference for permanent methods of financing business is reflected in the
relatively small increase in commercial loans of banks in recent years, as
contrasted with the increase in security holdings and collateral loans.
Imports of gold early in the period covered by the survey which
tended to make credit easier; the growth of savings in spite of increased
spending; the popular confidence in the financial structure, especially
in the Federal Reserve System, and the power of the System to move
available credit to the places where it is needed, mark a great advance
during these seven years.
°See Chap. X, Money .and Credit and their Effect on Business, and Chap. XI,
Foreign Markets and Foreign Credits.REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE xiii
There has also been an increase in the velocity of the turnover of
credit, due to improved transportation and communication, scientific
control of inventories, the continuation of the simplification movement,
and our accelerated turnover of commodities.Business has thus
developed a new degree of economy in the use of credit, which may be
set down as another characteristic of the period.
SECTION II
PRICE RELATIONSHIPS, WAGES, AND THE COST OF LIVING
The period under review is perhaps too brief for a definite judgment,
and we are as yet too close in pOint of time to get an accurate perspec-
tive, but the committee feels that in the field of price relationships,
wages, and the cost of living is to be found one of the striking and
significant developments revealed by the survey, and one which more
than any other gives these years their distinctive character.
Contrasting two periods of our comparatively recent economic history
will perhaps serve to make clear the significance of these factors.
According to the best available statistics, in the period between 1896
and 1913, the wholesale price level rose on the average 2.3 per cent a
year, but wages rose only a little more; so that their purchasing power
advanced only 0.5 per cent a year.In the period from 1922 to 1927,
prices declined on the average 0.1 per cent a year, while the purchasing
power of wages rose 2.1 per cent a year.7
In this latter period the fortunate synchronizing of a high wage level
and a stationary cost of living created a phenomenon, new in degree,
which had widespread influence on the economic situation, and which
will bear close study in its details.
RELATIVE PRICE STABILITY
The increasing tendency toward price stability, both as between
classes of commodities and in the price experience of individual com-
modities, was a characteristic of the period under review, tending toward a
more equitable basis of exchange of products among the various groups.
Price flUctuations seem to have been held within narrow limits during this
period by a combination of factors; a more complete background of sta-
tistical information making possible better judgment regarding supply
and demand on the part both of producers and consumers; prudence on
the part of management; cost reductions by technicians, skill on the part
of bankers, an enlightened attitude on the part of labor, and the expansion
of foreign markets.
Relative price stability has involved a change in the direction in
which business men look for profits.Profits made from the fluctuations
See Chap. IX, Price Movements and Related Industrial Changes.xiv REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
of individual commodity prices, and from changes in the relation among
prices, have tended to diminish.
Whether the price relationships of recent years prove to be transitory
or permanent, they represent to-day a huge gain which is reflected in all
parts of the economic organism.It is a development too new to permit
of dogmatic interpretation but the committee believes that this decreasing
variability in prices at a time when the productivity per hour of labor has
been greatly increased, and the demand for goods has been greatly stimu-
lated, is one of the most significant factors disclosed by the survey.
The widening gap between wages and the cost of living—wages
increasing while the cost of living was stationary—may be assumed to
have contributed definitely to the degree of prosperity which has charac-
terized the period as a whole.With rising wages and relatively stable
prices we have become consumers of what we produce to an extent never
before realized.
The factors in this situation appear in part to be accidental and in
part the consequences of an advanced economic point of view.
In the early postwar period much of the press and many employers
demanded a "liquidation" of labor.It was freely declared that business
could not settle down until wages were brought back to prewar levels.
Labor had enjoyed a higher standard of living and naturally opposed
wage cuts.
This might have precipitated a period of serious strife, had it not been
that leaders of industrial thought, watching the trend of affairs, noted
that the result of the éontinuance of high wages was that the dammed-up
purchasing desires which had been held back during the war on account
of the national economic program, burst forth and not only the high
wages which were being currently earned but accumulated savings as
well were poured into the channels of commerce.
They were quick to grasp the significance of the power of the consumer
with money to spend to create an accelerated cycle of productivity;
They began consciously to propound the principle of high wages and
low costs as a policy of enlightened industrial practice.This principle
has since attracted the attention of economists all over the world, and
while it is in no sense new, its application on a broad scale is so novel as
to impress the committee as being a fundamental development.8
PRODUCTION INCREASE AND THE EXPANSION OF HUMAN
WANTS
Partly as a result of this newly sensed principle of an accelerated
cycle of production-consumption, and partly by reason of the develop-
ment of a stream of credit and an abundance of flexible power made
broadly available, the years 1922 to .1929 witnessed a marked increase
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in the physical volume of production.Some years stand out more
conspicuously than others; two—1924 and 1927—show minor recessions;
but the period as a whole has been notably consistent.
Since 1922 primary production has been increasing 2.5 per cent a
year; manufacturing, 4 per cent; and transportation, 4 per cent.
Taking 1919—a year of fair harvests—as a base, crop production in
1922 was 102; in 1925, 104; in 1927, 106.
There have been prosperous periods in the past which may have
surpassed these rates of increase, but none so far as the committee can
learn which has shown such a striking increase in productivity per man-
hour.Notwithstanding the reductions in hours of labor, per capita
productivity is nearly 60 per cent greater than it was toward the close
of the nineteenth century; the increase in per capita productivity in
manufacturing from 1922 to 1925 was 35 per cent; the productivity of
farm workers has increased at a rate probably never before equaled.
And these increases in productivity have been joined to a correspond-
ing increase in the consuming power of the American people.Here has
been demonstrated on a grand scale the expansibility of human wants
and desires.
Economists have long declared that consumption, the satisfaction of
wants, would expand with little evidence of satiation if we could so adjust
our economic processes as to make dormant demands effective.Such an
expansion has been going on since the beginning of the Industrial Revolu-
tion.It is not a phenomenon of the postwar period, except in degree.
But it is this degree of economic activity, this almost insatiable appetite
for goods and services, abounding production of all things which
almost any man can want, which is so striking a characteristic of the
period covered by the survey.
OPTIONAL CONSUMPTION
The committee finds, from study of the fact-finding survey on which
this report is based, that as a people we have become steadily less con-
cerned about the primary needs—food, clothing, and shelter.We
have long since lost all fear concerning our food supply, and so we no
longer look on food as a luxury or as a primary source ofpleasure.
American food standards have risen, but we hear little of the "high
cost of living," and the slogan of the "full dinner pail," is obsolete.We
wear less clothing; more rayon and silks, less cotton and wool.Our
wants have ranged more widely and we now demand a broad list of goods
and services which come under the category of "optional purchases."9
The rapidly increasing number of families in the United States
having a considerable margin of earnings available for "optional consump-
tion"—optional in the sense that this portion of the income may be
See Chap. I, Consumption and the Standard of Living.xvi REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
saved or spent, and if spent the manner of its spending may be determined
by the tastes of the consumer or the nature of the appeals made to him
by the industries competing for his patronage—presents one of the marked
characteristics of the recent economic situation.It is the personal .or.
individual expression of the gap between rising wages and the relatively
stable cost of living, referred to at the beginning of this section.
CONSUMPTION AND LEISURE
Closely related to the increased rate of production-consumption of
products is the consumption of leisure.
It was during the period covered by the survey that the conception
of leisure as "consumable" began to be realized upon in business in a
practical way and on a broad scale.It began to be recognized, not only
that leisure is "consumable," but that people can not "consume"
leisure without consuming goods and services, and that leisure which
results from an increasing man-hour productivity helps to create new
needs and new and broader markets.
The increasing interest in the fine arts and in science; the increased
sales of books and magazines; the increase in foreign travel; the growing
interest and participation in sports of all kinds; the domestic pilgrimages
of some 40,000,000 motor tourists who use more than 2,000 tourist
camps; the greatly increased enrollment in our high schools and colleges;
the motion picture theaters and the radio—all these reflect the uses of
increasing leisure.
During the period covered by the survey the trend toward increased
leisure received a considerable impetus.The work week was shortened
in the factory by better planning and modern machinery, and the work
day was shortened in the home by the increased use of time-and-labor-
saving appliances and services.10
Few of the current economic developments have made such wide-
spread changes in our national life or promise so much for the future as
the utilization of our increasing leisure.
"MASS SERVICES"
The service functions are not new, but few of the developments
revealed by the survey are of greater potential significance than the
accelerated growth of our service industries—travel, entertainment,
education, insurance, communication; the facilities of hotels, restaurants,
delicatessen stores, steam laundries, and public libraries, to mention but
afew.
An evolution which has been going on for centuries has only recently
been revealed as a mass movement. We now apply to many kinds of
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services the philosophy of large-scale production.We have integrated
these services and organized them, and we have developed the new philos-
ophy to such a degree in recent years that we now have what might be
termed "mass services."These have helped to create a new standard of
comfortable living in the United States, and have afforded employment
for millions of workers crowded out of agriculture and the extractive and
fabricating industries.
It was, in fact, the timely development of "mass services" which
saved our country from a critical unemployment problem during recent
years.
No serious cyclical fluctuations have characterized the period under
review," so that the unemployment due to the business cycle has not
been marked; but it has become evident that unemployment can arise as
a result of industrial efficiency as well as of inefficiency.In the latter
case we have seasonal or intermittent unemployment; in the former case
what has come to be known as "technological" unemployment resulting
from the introduction of new machinery and processes.The survey
seems to indicate that the time has come to devote continuing attention
not only to the problems of cyclical unemployment but also to this
newer problem of "technological" unemployment if we are to forestall
hardship and uncertainty in the lives of the workers.'2
Where progress may be working an advantage to the people as a
whole, it inevitably works temporary hardship upon certain classes—
those skilled workers in a trade, for example, whose work is taken over
by machines.This is a serious aspect of the problem of unemploy-
ment.It involves, in many instances, learning new trades, and, in
most instances, the loss of time in securing other jobs.Yet from a
broad social point of view, while it works hardship on those workers dis-
placed by the introduction of machinery or improved processes, •the
social gain is real and permanent.
Such economic transformations are not so much changes as readjust-
ments, due to the progressive needs of modern society, and to the neces-
sity of taking advantage of the modern developments in science.They
have arisen in agriculture as well as manufacturing and transportation,
and they have affected employers as well as employees.There is nothing
new about these problems; the accelerated rate of readjustment is what
has recently engaged the attention of wage earners and management.
As has already been intimated, the acceleration of technological
shifts in production and consumption would have resulted in much more
serious unemployment if workers had not been absorbed in the newly
expanded service industries which both create and serve leisure.
"See a Review.
12SeeChap. VI, Labor; Chap. VII, Management; and Addenda, Unemployment.xviii REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
OUR NATURAL ADVANTAGES
It is obvious, of course, that the economic position of this nation is in
no slight degree due to our possession of abundant raw materials and
sources of power, to the fact that our domestic market is so large, and
that there are no trade barriers between the States of our Union. We can
exchange goods without stopping them for inspection or the payment of
duties between States.We can effect their transfer without the barriers
of differing languages or customs.Advertising is peculiarly effective
because we have so great an area with a common language which enables
us to talk to all the people and to develop national consumption habits,
which in turn make possible large-scale production.
This fortuitous situation should be borne in mind as an important
factor in both the speed and the spread which have characterized our
recent economic development.
The balance which has been maintained between consumption and
production is nowhere better shown than in the fact that wages have been
rising, and that there has been no striking increase of unemployment in a
period marked by the broadest technological advancement which we
have yet known.
Perhaps the deepest economic significance of the new situation lies,
not in the rapidity with which the service industries have grown and
have become integrated, nor in the universality of their spread, but in
the fact that the situation which they have created is reciprocal.Our
increasing standard of living is not participated in only by those who
produce our food, clothing, and shelter, but has flowed back to those in
the service industries.The population as a whole can enjoy the rising
standard of living—the music which comes in over the radio, the press,
the automobile and good roads, the schools, the colleges, parks, play-
grounds, and the myriad other facilities for comfortable existence and
cultural development.
Our ancestors came to these shores with few tools and little organ-
izationtofight nature fora livelihood.Their descendants have
developed a new and peculiarly American type of civilization in which
services have come to rank with other forms of production as a major
economic factor.
REMOTE SATURATION POINTS
The survey has proved conclusively what has long been held theoretic-
ally to be true, that wants are almost insatiable; that one want satisfied
makes way for another.The conclusion is that economically we have a
boundless field before us; that there are new wants which will make way
endlessly for newer, wants, as fast as they are satisfied.
We have the power to produce and the capital to bring about exchangeREPORT OF THE COMMITTEE xix
between the producing and consuming groups. We have communication
to speed and spread the influence of ideas.We have swift and dependable
transportation.We have an educational system which is steadily raising
standards and improving tastes.We have the sciences and arts to help
us.We have a great national opportunity.
Important as is the development of the economic side of our national
life, through invention and discovery of new industries and new callings,
an illustration of the potentialities of further lifting the national standard
of living, without developing another invention or discovery and without
creating a new want, can be drawn from a single industry—that of
electrical appliances.
A home or farm wired for electricity is a different economic unit from
one 'which is not wired.Each such home, whether in city or country,
can take advantage of electricity for lighting, and on the farm an auto-
matic water supply system makes available water at convenient spots
for domestic and farm uses.
A survey of city and village homes indicates the use of electricity for
many additional applications of highly specialized devices.In 1928
apparently a large percentage of the homes wired for electricity had
electric flatirons; less than one-third of them had washing machines;
slightly over one-third of them had vacuum cleaners; less than 5 per cent
had electrical refrigerators.We are far from the saturation point in
connection with any of these devices.
To take one other example, there is, perhaps, no more dramatic
illustration of a rising standard of living than the growth and develop-
inent of radio in recent years.This newest application of electricity
has found its way into millions of homes.On January 1, 1928, there
were 7,500,000 sets in use.Yet about 70 per cent of American homes are
still without the radioJa
We seem only to have touched the fringe of our potentialities.
SECTION III
ECONOMIC BALANCE
Many influences have been at work during the period covered by
thepeople of the United States into a new solidarity of
thought and action.The telephone and telegraph, the automobile, the
radio, and the railroads form lines of communication which have brought
together East and West, South and North.
Other and less tangible influences reaching back farther into the past,
but accelerated and strengthened by the experiences of the World War,
have also contributed to our solidarity.Economic reorganization; the
cooperation of business leaders, economic experts, and the Government;
SeeChap. I, Consumption and the Standard of Living.XX REPORTOF THE COMMITTEE
the general spread of information; the growth of trade associations; the
cooperation of labor to increase productivity; the restriction of immigra-
tion—all of these have grown in importance in peace after their stimula-
tion by the war.
Making for solidarity has been popular education which has increased
amazingly. We are spending two and one-half billions of dollars each
year on public and private education—an increase of 250 per cent in a
decade.Expenditures for free college and university education have
increased nearly 350 per cent in little more than 10 years.
And there is another factor which has contributed to the welding
process, and to the economic advancement of the nation: The broadening
influence of America's creative minds—the minds of the leaders in
Government and in education, in research, in management and in labor,
in the press, and in the professions.To their influence we have come to
look in large measure for the maintenance of our economic balance.
While ours has been a period of great economic activity and industrial
productivity, and of a degree of economic stability which must be rated
as high when we consider the readjustments in every department of
economic life made necessary by the postwar crisis and by the transition
from war economy to peace economy, and while America has a promising
future, the outstanding fact which is illuminated by this survey is that
we can not maintain our economic advantage, or hope fully to realize
on our economic future, unless we consciously accept the principle of
equilibrium and apply it skillfully in every economic relation.
The forces that bear upon our economic relationships have always
been sensitive.All parts of our economic structure from the prime
processes of making and of marketing to the facilitating functions of
finance, are and have been interdependent and easily affected.And
therein lies the danger: That through ignorance of economic principles,
or through selfish greed, or inadequate leadership, the steady balance
will be disturbed, to our economic detriment.
If natural resources, especially the land, are wastefully used; if
money in quantity is taken out of production and employed for specula-
tion; if any group develops a method of artificial price advancement which
puts one commodity out of balance with other commodities; if either
management or labor disregards the common interest—to this extent
equilibrium will be destroyed, and destroyed for all.
To maintain the dynamic equilibrium of recent years is, indeed, a
problem of leadership which more and more demands deliberate public
attention and control.Research and study, the orderly classification
of knowledge, joined to increasing skill, well may make complete control
of the economic system a possibility.The problems are many and
difficult, but the degree of progress in recent years inspires us with high
hopes.REPORT 0!? THE COMMITTEE xxi
In the marked balance of consumption and production, for example,
the control of the economic organism is increasingly evident.With the
development of a stream of credit to facilitate business operations, and
with flexible power to energize industry and to increase the effectiveness
of the workers, has come an increasing evenness in the flow of production.
Once an intermittent starting and stopping of production-consumption
was characteristic of the economic situation.It was jerky and unpre-
dictable, and overproduction was followed by a pause for consumption
to catch up.For the seven years under survey, a more marked balance
of production-consumption is evident.
With greater knowledge of consuming habits, with more accurate
records of the goods consumed, a sensitive contact has been established
between the factors of production and consumption which formerly were
so often out of balance.
Where pools of goods once were accumulated by the manufacturer,
the wholesaler, the jobber, and the retailer; where high inventories once
meant distress, shutdowns, failures, and unemployment whenever the
demand subsided, there is now a more even flow from producer to
consumer.
Increasing skill and scientific data have made the anticipation of
demand far more accurate, and by accurate anticipation the deliberate
balance between production and consumption has in a measure been
maintained.By advertising and other promotional devices, by scientific
fact finding, by a carefully predeveloped consumption, a measurable
pull on production has been created which releases capital otherwise
tied up in immobile goods and furthers the organic balance of economic
forces.In many cases the rate of production-consumption seems to be
fairly well under control.
To maintain this balance, and to extend it into fields which are not
now in balance with the more prosperous elements of the nation, is clearly
an important problem of leadership.With certain natural resources
still wastefully exploited, with great industries, such as agriculture and
coal mining, still below the general level of prosperity, with certain regions
retarded, there remains much to do.To bring these more fully into the
stream of successful economic forces is a problem of the first order.
Our complex and intricate economic machine can produce, but
to keep it producing continuously it must be maintained in balance.
During the past few years equilibrium has been fairly well maintained.
We have not wasted the hours of labor by strikes or lockouts.Until
recently we have not diverted savings from productive business to
speculation.There has been balance between the economic forces—
not perfect balance, but a degree of balance which has enabled the
intricate machine to produce and to serve our people.xxii REPORT 0/? THE COMMITTEE
As long as the appetite for goods and services is practically insatiable,
as it appears to be, and as long as productivity can be consistently
increased, it would seem that we can go on with increasing activity.
But we can do this only if we develop a technique of balance.Toward
such a technique the committee believes the skillful work of the economists,
engineers, and statisticians who prepared the survey on which we have
based the facts and interpretations expressed in this brief report, will
contribute.Our effort has been to suggest a pattern by which their
work may be appraised; to set up an orderly plan by which the facts may
be articulated and against which later and better information may be
more accurately judged. We recommend a study of the fact finding
survey as a whole to all who are faced with the problems of business
administration and public leadership.'4
Informed leadership is vital to the maintenance, of equilibrium.
It depends upon a general knowledge of the relations of the parts each to
the other.Only through incessant observation and adjustment of our
economy, can we learn to maintain the economic
Underlying recent developments is an attitude of mind which seems
to be characteristically American.Our nation is accustomed to rapid
movement, to quick shifts in status; it is receptive to new ideas, ingenious
in devices, adaptable.Our economy is in large measure the embodiment
of those who have made it.
Our situation is fortunate, our momentum is remarkable.Yet the
organic balance of our economic structure can be maintained only by
hard, persistent, 'intelligent effort; by consideration and sympathy;
by mutual confidence, and by a disposition in the several human parts to
work in harmony together.
Herbert Hoover John S. Lawrence John J. Raskob
Walter F. Brown Max Mason Arch W. Shaw
Renick W. Dunlap George McFadden Louis J. Taber
William Green Adolph C. Miller Daniel Willard
Julius Klein Lewis E. Pierson Clarence M. Woolley
Owen D. Young Edward Eyre Hunt
14SeeAddenda, Statistics.
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ADDENDA
Unemployment.—Rather than to recapitulate the findings of its
predecessors, the committee refers the reader to the report of the Presi-
dent's Conference on Unemployment of 1921, and to the reports of its
two committees dealing with cyclical and seasonal unemployment:
Business Cycles and Unemployment, published in 1923 by a committee
of the conference, together with a fact-finding survey of the National
Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., and Seasonal Operation in the con-
struction Industries, published in 1924 by another committee of the
conference, dealing with seasonal employment.
The report on Business Cycles, as the present survey shows, has
exerted an important influence toward reducing the extremes of cyclical
fluctuations.The report on Seasonal Construction has stimulated an
increase in offseason building and has thereby lengthened the building
year.
The report recently published by the Senate Committee on Education
and Labor, pursuant to Senate Resolution 219 of the Seventieth Congress,
is further evidence of the continuing interest in more stable employment.
Statistics.—The complexity of American economic activities and the
rapid changes in them call for more statistical data.Without attempting
exhaustive enumeration, the more conspicuous gaps and deficiencies may
be briefly mentioned:
1. Little statistical material is now collected regarding several impor-
tant. branches of economic activity, particularly those which render
services.The recent shift of workers from farms and factories into the
service fields makes statistical data concerning those fields particularly
essential at this time.To that end the classification and analysis of the
statistics of occupations of the census of 1930 should be given special
attention.A census of distribution is another major need.Data should
also be obtained regarding the construction industry, automobile repair
shops, hotels and restaurants,, and similar enterprises, and establish-
ments providing recreation, instruction, and amusement.
2. There is need of more complete statistical information regarding
labor.In addition to more adequate occupation statistics,current.
annual and monthly ,returnsof employment and pay rolls should, be
extended to the major fields of activity not now covered.Wage and
earning statistics should be more comprehensive and in addition to
averages the number of workers should be classified according to the
amounts received.Similar information is needed concerning hours of
labor.
3. Although improvement has recently been made in price statistics
further expansion and more thorough analysis are desirable.The great
and growing importance of elaborate, often nonstandardized, commoditiesxxiv REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
makes itdifficult to compute general price indexes which correctly
measure changes in the buying power of money.The most pressing
immediate need is for a revision of the indexes of cost of living as a means
of interpreting changes in the buying power of money wages and other
incomes.There is call also for more complete analysis of the price
levels of groups of commodities based on a number of different principles
of classification, as well as for more detailed statistics of the prices of
individual articles.Special price statistics for different sections of the
country would serve a useful purpose.
4. We need more statistical information regarding the values, gross
and net, of the products and services of different branches of industry,
both as a basis for ascertaining aggregate national income, and as a
means of comparing the productivity of different branches and determin-
ing the trends in them.In the census of manufactures it would be
useful to distinguish the cost of raw materials furnished by nonmanufac-
turing industries from the cost of semimanufactured goods supplied by
other factories; among other advantages this would facilitate comparisons
between production and export of manufactures.
5. In many cases the utility of. statistics would be greatly increased by
publishing them for smaller areas than are now distinguished.
6. As regards many classes of statistics greater accuracy and repre-
sentatiyeness should be sought.Statistical series are often based on the
principle of sampling and the samples are not always truly representative.
There is reason to believe, for example, that most series relating to
employment and amount of pay roll and some relating to production
have a downward bias due to inadequate covering of new plants.Cur-
rent series of this character should be adjusted on the basis of more com-
prehensive statistics collected at intervals such as those of the biennial
census of manufactures.
7. Even where the original statistical data are adequate the analysis
of them is often unsatisfactory and comparisons with other series difficult
or impossible.For example, index numbers are computed with reference
to different base periods, and averages for groups of years are made up
for incomparable periods of time.Certain monthly series are adjusted
for variations in the length of the month or for seasonal factors while
such adjustment is not made for other series.Commodities and groups
of commodities, industries and groups of industries, are differently
defined by the several statistical authorities.Standardization and coordi-
nation of methods of analysis would add greatly to the value of economic
statistics and will become still more essential as their scope is further
expanded.
The needs in the field of statistics, above set foEth, and others not
specifically mentioned, suggest that there should be organized cooperation
among the producers of statistics and organized consultation with theREPORT OF THE COMMITTEE xxv
users of statistics.A multiplicity of agencies, governmental and private,
are engaged in collecting statistical data.The work of the Federal
Government alone in this field is divided among numerous bureaus and
organizations.
There are weighty arguments against the proposal sometimes put
forward that the bulk of the government's statistical work should be
concentrated in a single bureau.On the other hand, the committee
believes that the time has come to consider setting up a Central Statis-
tical Committee to act as a coordinating agency.Such a committee
might include representatives of the major statistical organizations of the
Federal Government together with members and consultative advisors
from the outside, representing the statistical profession as such, business
men, farmers, wage earners, and others concerned with the results of
statistical inquiry.The committee would consider such questionsas the
new statistics needed from time to time, the organization by which they
should be handled, and the methods of collecting, analyzing, and present-
ing statistical data.Its recommendations, made directly to the several
statistical organizations of the Government, or where necessary to the
heads of departments, the President, or the Congress, would carry weight
even should it be deemed best to give to the committee no final authority
in these matters.
Periodic Surveys and Appraisals.—Various problems have not been
treated at any length in the survey made for our committee by the
National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc.Air transport is in its
infancy, new methods of financing have been only sketched,mergers
can not yet be appraised with any degree of satisfaction, the future of
gold and of credit is just touched upon, the growth of stock exchange
operations can not yet be judged with finality, investment trustsare
rapidly growing, forest depletion is only mentioned, and the exhaustion
of the soil in certain localities is once alluded to.Immigration, prohibi-
tion, taxation, and similar topics deserve separate volumes rather than
incidental reference.
Developments in connection with each of these topics have important
economic significance.Most of them are already the subjectof wide-
spread interest, and some of them of investigation by governmentalor
private agencies.Noteworthy among these is the recentreport and
recommendations of the National Association of Securities Commissioners
representing the regulatory authorities of 37 States on the regulationof
investment trusts.
We are impressed with the need of continuing impartialfact-finding
as to these and similar subjects as they arise, and with the desirability of
their periodic interpretaton for public use.xxvi REPORT OF THE COMMiTTEE
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BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, INC.EDITOR'S NOTE
Plans for the study of Recent Economic Changes were first discussed
in August, 1927.Detailed plans were made in September of that year
and were approved by the Executive Committee of the National Bureau
of Economic Research, Inc., on Qctober 17.The recruiting of the staff of
collaborators was begun in December, and the first meeting of those who
were to conduct the several parts of the survey was held on February 21,
1928.
In addition to numerous staff meetings for consultation among them-
selves, the collaborators met on various occasions with members of the
Committee on Recent Economic Changes to report progress and to
discuss the results of their surveys.
The first of the chapters in tentative form was submitted to the editor
on August 20, 1928, and the last on February 28, 1929.Between these
two dates fruitful discussion between the collaborators and the members
of the Committee on Recent Economic Changes continued at intervals,
and the final drafts of the chapters, with one exception, were completed
by February 1, 1929.Following the procedure of the National Bureau,
which is a scientific body dealing only with topics of national importance
which are susceptible of quantitative treatment, the findings are issued in
the form of fact reports, and are published with the approval of its Board
of Directors.
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Changes and editor of the report prepared under the auspices of the
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Frank Johnson, of the Department of Commerce, who prepared the
manuscripts for the printers and that of Mr. Rudolf von Huhn, also of
the Department of Commerce, who acted as editor of graphs and charts.
My thanks are also due to Dr. Gay who kindly assumed the responsibility





ON THE RELATION OF THE DIRECTORS TO THE
ECONOMIC WORK OF THE BUREAU
1—The object of the Bureau is to ascertain and to present to the public important
economic facts and the interpretation thereof in a scientific and impartial man-
ner, free from bias and propaganda.The Board of Directors is charged with the
responsibility of ensuring and guaranteeing to the public that the work of the
Bureau is carried out in strict conformity with this object.
2—The Directors shall appoint one or more directors of research chosen upon con-
siderations of integrity, ability, character, and freedom from prejudice, who shall
undertake to conduct economic researches in conformity with the principles of
the Bureau.
3—The director or directors of research shall submit to the members of the Board, or
to its executive committee when such is constituted an4 to which authority has
been delegated by the Board, proposals in respect to researches to be instituted;
arid no research shall be instituted without the approval of the Board, or of its
executive committee.
4—Following approval by the Board, or its executive committee, of a research pro-
posed, the director or directors of research shall as soon as possible submit to
the members of the Board, by written communication, a statement of the prin-
ciples to be pursued in the study of the problem and the methods to be em-
ployed; and the director or directors of research shall not proceed to investigate,
study, and report in detail, until the plan so outlined has been approved by the
board or the executive committee thereof.
5—Before the publication of the results of any inquiry the director or directors of
research shall submit to the Board a synopsis of such results, drawing attention
to the main conclusions reached, the major problems encountered, and the solu-
tions adopted, the nature of the sources from which the basic facts have been de-
rived, and such other information as in their opinion shall have a material bearing
on the validity of the conclusions and their suitability for publication in accord-
ance with the principles of the Bureau.
6—A copy of any manuscript proposed to be published shall also be submitted to
each member of the Board, and every member shall be entitled, if publication be
approved, to have published also a memorandum of any dissent or reservation he
may express, together with a brief statement of his reasons therefore, should he
so desire.The publication of a volume does not, however, imply that each mem-
ber of the Board of Directors has read the manuscript and passed upon its validity
in every detail.
7—The results of any inquiry shall not he published except with the approval of at
least a majority of the entire Board and a two-thirds majority of all those mem-
bers of the Board who shall have voted on the proposal within the tune fixed
for the receipt of votes on the publication proposed; such limit shall be 45 days
from the date of the submission of the synopsis and manuscript of the proposed
publication, except that the Board may extend the limit in its absolute discretion,
and shall upon the request of any memher extend the limit for a period not exceed—
ing 30 clays.
8—A copy of this memorandum shall, unless otherwise determined by the Board,
be printed in each copy of every work published by the Bureau.
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